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WE ARE A FULL-SERVICE COMPANY
THAT OFFERS AN OUTSTANDING AMOUNT
OF SERVICES
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SIANGTHAI & SONS CO., LTD.
WAS FOUNDED IN 1952
AS A PROPRIETOR, ENGAGING IN DESIGN
AND INSTALLATION OF CURTAINS
AND SALE OF UPHOLSTERY FABRICS.

The business had respectively expanded while gaining confidence
from the general customers in both domestic and international market.
With a business philosophy of Ms. Alee Lirapirom (the founder)
that “We always give happiness, honesty and sincerity to our customers.”,
our products we presently sell such as curtain, upholstery fabrics, trimmings,
furniture, or carpets are carefully selected in consideration with the quality,
workmanship, and usefulness for the customers at reasonable price.
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D ES I GN & M A DE TO O R DER
WI T H F U LL CO N S U LTAT I O N S

Regarding our services, the company maintains the principle of
“Customer’s satisfaction is our happiness”.
We indeed treat our customers with honesty all along,
and always respect customer’s rights.
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Our services range from giving accurate advice on material
selection, design and installation to suit the place, and
help our customers save on what they should not waste.
All pieces of work made by the company shall thoroughly
be watched and control without ignorance with our
best effort so that the final outcome must be perfect
and meet customer’s requirements and satisfaction.
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P RODUC TS

FABRICS
ACCESSORIES
FURNITURE
DECORATIONS
WINDOW TREATMENTS
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FA BRI CS

CURTAIN
SHEER
UPHOLSTERY
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CURTAINS
Here at Siangthai & Sons, we only select quality curtains covering a wide range of colors and styles to suit your
homes. Curtains, in addition to being a home decorative accessory that not only provides tidiness to your home,
also helps to create privacy, sunlight and heat blocking, as well as, an attractive interior. Choosing the right fabrics
and designs easily contributes towards creating airiness and a distinct atmosphere.
Siangthai & Sons provide an extensive selection of fabric patterns imported from Europe and the US. We have
more than 1,800 beautiful and unique designs to choose from. Every piece of our fabric is specially designed for
durability manufactured under high production standards which produces tightly woven materials with long
lasting colors. Our customers are guaranteed to be provided with the highest quality products.
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SHEERS
Sheer curtains, or sometimes known as “light curtains”, are an extension similar to a window or a link between the
home’s interior and exterior. Sheer curtains will reduce the amount of light and also help to shade your room from
the morning or evening glares, while still letting sufficient brightness through. The curtains’ translucent property
does not allow the room to go completely dark. By just opening the thick curtains while keeping a layer of the
sheer curtains closed will enable you to filter out the brightness while still allowing a soft light to enter the room.
Sheer curtains can also be used to create the perfect privacy space within your home. In addition to helping control
the brightness and create privacy, it is capable of creating a soft and pleasant atmosphere, or space that do not
require much privacy. Choosing the perfect sheer curtain design can be compared to a picture frame that can add
class and attractiveness to your window anytime, or anywhere.
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UPHOLSTERIES
It is an undeniable fact that every home should be beautifully furnished for its occupants and visitors, and the
most indispensable items are furnitures, whether large or small. These can include a large grand sofa in the living
room, chairs for the dining table, or even a small stool. Every piece of furniture need upholsteries that are appropriate
for their intended purposes, as well as, the attractiveness that will make them stand out.
Here at Siangthai & Sons, we import high quality fabrics for furniture upholsteries from Europe and the US. We
have a wide array of weave and individually designed patterns which will be able to create uniqueness for your
favorite furniture item. We believe that every piece of furniture has a life of its own, so we design, maintain and
repair every piece of your furniture to help preserve its significance and value.
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ACCESSORI ES

TASSELS
TRIMMINGS
CORDS
BORDERS
RODS & END CAPS
HOLDBACKS
HOOKS
OTHERS
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TASSELS

TRIMMINGS

Here at Siangthai & Sons 1952, we pay close attention to every detail when it comes to curtain designs, and tassels
are items that we have also never overlooked. Curtain tassels or drapery cords are used to add elegance, beauty,
and perfection to the curtains. These include Louis-styled curtains, pleated curtains, blackout curtains, or even
sheer curtains. The tassels can also help turn the home’s atmosphere into a formal or warm atmosphere to welcome
guests, or help diversify it into various moods according to the occupants’ requirements.

Unique curtain designs with a difference can also be made with the addition of curtain trimmings. These trimmings
can help add more charm to every type of curtain, whether it is pleated curtains, Louis-styled curtains, ribbed
curtains, folding curtains, curtain boxes, as well as, tassels. These options can help enhance the attractiveness in
more ways that you can think of. Additionally, they can also help to make the home’s interior look tidier. Curtain
trimmings are also suitable as a decorative item for small or large pieces of furniture, such as wall coverings, headboards,
bedspreads, piano covers, including pillows, cushions, chairs, and various other furniture items.

Curtain tassels are known by many names, such as curtain ties, drapery cords, curtain tiebacks, etc. In addition
to having an enchanting design, it goes on to show on how the homeowner is also detail-oriented.
At Siangthai & Sons, we have a wide selection of curtain tassels and styles to choose from, such as finely woven
tassels with knobs or crystals made from high quality synthetic fibers, which are not only attractive but also durable.

We select the highest quality products, such as only the best thread textures and apply fineness into our weaving
process, making our products more durable and non-fading, which sets us apart from other general products that
are available in the market. At Siangthai & Sons, we have a wide variety of curtain trimmings to suit every style
of curtains.
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CORDS

BORDERS

Cords or curtain strings, are also classified as another type of decorative item that will enhance the charm of the
window curtains. It not only helps to keep the curtain edges elegant and organized, but can also be used to help
align the curtains to the edge of the window in a layer of folds. Additionally, the cord will help to make the curtain
pleats appear like a large ornamental frame to the view outside the window. Beautiful cord strands with alternating
or contrasting colors can also be wrapped around the curtains to add fascination and charm.

At Siangthai & Sons 1952, we refer to this item as “BORDERS”, but generally they may be known by other names,
such as curtain strips, curtain tapes, Louis tapes, and so on. Uses of border, other than enhancing the beauty of the
curtain frame, they can also act as ‘shields’ or ‘covers’ of unattractive decorative designs. Additionally, it can also
be used to enhance the clarity, attractiveness, and uniqueness, of the window outlines and curtain frames. channel
to be beautiful and unique In addition to using borders to decorate the curtain frame. Borders are also known to
be used as decorative items to highlight furniture pieces, such as cushions or bedspreads.

The cords can often be seen in various curtain designs and Louis-styled curtains, where classic luxury designs are
needed. At Siangthai & Sons, we have a variety of “twisted cords” or “fancy cords” for you to choose from. All of
our twisted cord products are imported and are of premium quality and design. We have a wide selection of sizes
to choose from, starting from a small diameter of 1.00 and 1.40 cm., right up to a large 2.00 and 2.40 cm.

Every roll of our borders are wholly-imported from Europe, namely Italy, Belgium, and the UK. We have a large
variety to choose from, with width ranging from 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 20, 21, 32 centimeters.
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TIEBACKS/HOLDBACKS

In the English language, there are two types of “curtain ties”, i.e. tiebacks and holdbacks. The functional benefits
of the two items are similar. In Europe, it is widely used for holding back or securing large and heavy curtains into
the desired position, such as window blinds, bed curtains, room dividers, and so on. They can differ in shape and
material. Most of the curtain holdbacks are usually made of metal or tightly woven threads that resemble curtain
tassels. However, the shapes are mostly shorter and more compact and without the tassel knobs. You can view
the premium quality genuine brass holdbacks at Siangthai & Sons.

RODS & FINIALS

When installing curtains, curtain rails are indispensable items that are used to attach the curtains to the structure
of the home. They are usually installed above the door, window or ceiling edge. Usually, it is preferable to choose
a single or a double rail, depending on how they will be used. In addition to various types of curtain rails, here at
Siangthai & Sons, we also have various types of “rods and finials” to choose from as well.
From a designer’s perspective, proper placement of curtain rails can help create a balanced space with the help of
parallel lines of the curtain rails. The rails, are therefore, elements that can help to alter the wall area, as well as,
help suggest the distance and size of the window, or even the width of each wall as well.
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OTHERS

At Siangthai & Sons 1952, you can find a complete range of classic decorative curtain accessories. Every item has
been pre-selected for its quality, attractiveness, elegance, and uniqueness. We also have other home decorative
accessories, such as French Louis-styled brass crowns for adorning headboard curtains, authentic brass curtain
hooks in various styles for large and extra-high curtain openings.

HOOKS

Curtain hooks, are a widely used item from the past to the present. They are popularly used to decorate the curtain
fittings and hold the tiebacks. There are various styles to choose from. Stylish patterns can be used in combination
with tassels or drapery straps to add a harmonious aesthetic to any curtain set. They are mostly made of genuine
brass, with a wide array of specially designed elegant classic designs. They are not only strong and solid, but also
durable, light, and not easily broken. You can find a wide variety of options to choose from at Siangthai & Sons
1952.
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FU RNI TU RE

ONSALES SHOWROOM
MADE TO ORDER
REUPHOLSTERY
ONSALES ANTIQUE
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ONSALES SHOWROOM
MADE TO ORDER
REUPHOLSTERY
ONSALES ANTIQUE
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We also feature contemporary or vintage style home decorative products
at our main Siangthai & Sons showroom located on Sukhumvit 28.
We have products for your home and homes for the newly-wed, such as curtains,
furniture upholsteries, antique furnitures, carpets, unique framed artworks,
all in one place for you to enjoy and create new decorative ideas for your beloved homes.
Everybody is most welcomes here, at Siangthai & Sons 1952.
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D ECORATI ONS

PILLOWS
TAPESTRIES
OTHERS
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PILLOWS

Decorative Pillows/Throw Pillows, at Siangthai & Sons
1952, can be designed and personally tailored according
to each individual needs and sizes. Customers can choose
the firmness and softness of every pillow or seat cushion
according to their requirements. Our pillows are unique
and use our specially printed fabrics specific only to
Siangthai and Sons 1952. We take into account the softness
of the touch, as well as, apply exquisite tailoring process
by choosing the appropriate fabric pattern and size to
match every piece of furniture. Each decorative pillow
at Siangthai and Sons all have a unique design which
cannot be found anywhere else.
Decorative pillows, besides creating comfort for
homeowners, are also indispensable items that keeps
your furniture interesting and warm. It can enhance
a room’s atmosphere to perfection in each and every
corner of the room. Standard sizes include 30”x30”,
40”x40”, 50”x50”, and 60”x60”.
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TAPESTRIES
FRAMES/ARTWORKS
During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance period,
westerners would use hand-woven tapestries, or wall
tapestries, to decorate their home walls for beauty, as
well as, add warmth to their homes.
Each tapestry would represent the artist’s intention to
convey the culture and art of that particular era. They
were considered as fine work of art comparable to an
artist’s painting, but substituted with the use of different
colored threads and woven together to form a beautiful
painting.

At Siangthai & Sons, we also have several art photo
frames and prints available, that convey the beauty,
sophistication, and fascination, of arts and culture
during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance period, for
art lovers and classic home decorative styles. They can
be displayed on the walls of your home to make it stand
out from the crowd.

Besides being an attractive decorative item, tapestries
can also be improve the room’s acoustics without
the need to modify the building structure or walls, thus
saving time and costs. Just having a wall tapestry can
easily create a European-style atmosphere in your home
décor, and is another product that Siangthai & Sons
1952 is proud to present.
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WI NDOW TREATM ENT S
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WOODEN BLINDS

ROMAN BLINDS

At Siangthai & Sons 1952, we have a large
selection of high quality “wooden blinds” to
choose from. You can choose from a wide
selection of colors and finishes based according
to your desired style. Wooden blinds control
the amount of light in the room are easy to
install and make the room feel modern, warm
and private. Choose dark wood tones to create
an atmosphere that is close to nature, or if
you like an fresh airy mood, we recommend
light tones such as beech wood or white, etc.
The blinds are suitable for homes, offices, or
general home offices, and standard width sizes
range from 25, 35, and 50 mm.

Suitable for window openings that are small
and not too wide. This type of blind is usually
mounted vertically. The blinds is distinctive as
the amount of natural light can be controlled
by just pulling the rope up and down to open
or close the blinds.

ROLLER BLINDS
VERTICLE BLINDS
Roller blinds are considered as the most
convenient, quick working, and most economical
type of blind, among all other curtain types.
Their advantages include being convenience/
quick and easy to use, easy to maintain, and
can be widely opened to allow more light
into the room when compared to other types
of curtains. In addition, the structure of this
type of blind uses less storage space.

This type of blind combines the advantages of
pleated curtains and wooden blinds. However,
the basic operating structure of this blind consist
of a horizontal opening-closing mechanism
to control the amount of light. This type of
blind is suitable for large and wide window
openings, or sliding glass windows, or a glass
enclosed room such as a greenhouse. Common
vertical blinds sizes are 35 and 50 mm.

At Siangthai & Sons 1952, we offer a
comprehensive range of services ranging from
on-site measurement, design, sewing, right
up to supervision of the installation of both
the roller and rope blinds, and the electric
motors. You can be assured of the quality and
the associated services.
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For over 70 years, Siangthai & Sons have been
committed to serving you, and every work and
product that we design and produce are entirely
based on understanding and paying close attention
to details as required by our customers. We only
select high quality products and hardware, and
our extensive experience that has been passed
on from generation to generation, to earn our
customers’ trust in the quality and service
provided by Siangthai & Sons, to establish every
home into becoming a home that you will love
and cherish, because your home is our happiness.

ALLOW SIANGTHAI & SONS
TO LOOK AFTER
YOUR PRECIOUS HOME
AT ALL TIMES

At Siangthai & Sons 1952, we provide a full range of
decorative services for homes and offices. Our services
include the design and installation of curtains, made to
order furnitures, including renovations and repairs to
your precious furniture items. We provide services that
include measurement of the area, free consultations, regular
and periodic reports on the progress of the work, delivery
services in accordance to the preferred date and time of
the customer, “because the customer’s satisfaction is our
primary goal”.
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SERVICES

Our services range from giving accurate advice on material selection, design and installation
to suit the place, and help our customers save on what they should not waste.
All pieces of work made by the company shall thoroughly be watched and control
without ignorance with our best effort so that the final outcome must be perfect
and meet customer’s requirements and satisfaction.

We are a full-service company that offers an outstanding amount of services:
Premiere customer service
Guaranteed product quality
High value added & great customers’ benefits
Portfolio of previous works
Pickup and delivery services available
Well-trained & fine installers
Prompt installations-measures-repairs
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CUSTOMER’S SATISFACTION
IS OUR HAPPINESS
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SIANGTHAI & SONS CO., LTD.
714/9 SUKHUMVIT 26-28, KLONGTON, KLONGTOEY,
BANGKOK 10110, THAILAND
CALL +662 259 0129-32
MOBILE +669 149 36542

siangthai

siangthai@gmail.c om

siangthai1952

siangthai1952
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